
• Clay is resistant to rust and corrosion – the common results 
of combustion by-products.

• Clay flue lining has a smooth interior that resists creosote 
build-up – the primary cause of chimney fires. (Chimney 

fires result in approximately 150 deaths and $200 
million in damages each year.)

• Clay is a slow conductor of heat – metal is not. 
This heat resistance minimizes the risk of 

overheating surrounding masonry and 
wood structures.

• Clay products comply with local building 
codes. When installed to specification, 

Logan Clay products ensure a safe and 
reliable fireplace and chimney system.

• Clay is fireproof. And, unlike metal,
clay does not conduct electricity. 

When lightning strikes a 
masonry chimney, the electricity

is much less likely to travel 
to other, more combustible 

areas of your home.

The safe choice
What makes clay different?
The safe choice
What makes clay different?
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LOGAN

Quick shipment
At Logan Clay, we stand by our commitment to ship
our products within 24 to 48 hours of taking your order.

The Logan Clay 
Products Company

201 South Walnut Street
P.O. Box 698
Logan, Ohio 43138-0698

740.385.2184

740.385.9336 fax

800.848.2141

e-mail:
loganclay@loganclaypipe.com

Web sites:
www.loganclaypipe.com
www.garden-accents.com

A variety of clay products

In addition to our fireplace systems, The Logan Clay
Products Company offers a full line of sewer pipe,
available in numerous sizes and custom-made fittings.
We also offer a full line of architectural landscaping
products, available on-line at www.loganclaypipe.com
and www.garden-accents.com.

For more information on any
Logan Clay product, call us 
at: 800.848.2141

Satisfaction guaranteed

Every handcrafted Logan Clay chimney top and
precision flue liner must pass our exceptionally
high standards of excellence. If they do not, they
don’t ship. Period.

Our limited warranty. Logan Clay Products
(Logan) warrants its products to be free from defects
in material and workmanship as manufactured. If 
a product does not conform to this limited warranty,
Logan will, at its option, replace the defective product
(FOB the manufacturing site) or refund the amount
of the purchase price the customer paid Logan for
the defective product. The remedy of replacement or
refund is the customer’s sole remedy against Logan.
In no event shall Logan be liable for incidental or
consequential damages, and in no case will Logan’s
liability exceed the sale price of the product. Logan
makes no other express or implied warranties
including, without limitation, merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose, or against
infringement of any patent.
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LOGAN

Flue Liners
& Chimney Tops
Enhance your home with the 
beauty and protection of natural clay.

TM
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When installing a fireplace or chimney system,

there is a great deal at stake – including the 

beauty, safety and value of your home.

While synthetic and factory-made systems may cost

slightly less than masonry and natural clay, a true masonry 

fireplace eliminates the potential for most long-term 

difficulties common with cheaper fireplace systems.

LOGAN

Natural clay…
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Quality
that comes

from the earth
Our products are created from the finest raw materials, selected and mined within 
miles of our manufacturing facility in Logan, Ohio.

While our chimney tops are handcrafted by some of the industry’s finest craftsmen, 
our flue liners are precision cut to be an exact fit.

The “green” products are dried and then fired in a technologically advanced kiln.
Our completed products are consistently of the most exceptional quality. If not, they 

simply do not ship. Our strict quality control process ensures shipment of only the highest
quality products, without structural flaws.

For thousands of years,

clay has proven its value and

longevity through a variety of

uses. And for over 100 years,

The Logan Clay Products Company

has proven itself as the nation’s

premier manufacturer of quality

clay products.

LOGAN
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Logan Clay chimney tops are handcrafted to exacting standards of beauty and precision.
These classic designs will top off your home and fireplace system with a remarkable
note of distinction. They might also serve as a beautiful addition to your garden – 
or even as accent lighting.

Chimney Tops

Flue Liners

Logan Clay flue liners are precision cut to correct lengths – surpassing all applicable
ASTM specifications. These liners are dense and strong, and they never sag or lose
their shape.  

In a computer-controlled tunnel kiln, our flue liners are fired and hardened at nearly
2,000°F, preventing much breakage due to transportation and handling.  

Our flues also prevent product confusion at the dealer and building supply levels.
Logan Clay flues (13” x 13” and smaller) are the only liners in the industry imprinted
with the product size description on the liner. Page
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